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STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN L. HOOKS
ON "MINISTER FARRAKHAN 1 S STATEMENTS"
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27, 1984
The NAACP deplores the inflammatory statements that are being made by
Black Muslim Leader Louis Farrakhan that hold Jews as targets of vitriol and
cast Israel as a criminal nation .

The NAACP is on record as rejecting all forms

of racism and anti- Semitism.
The NAACP's struggle historically has been against those groups and
people who have sought to divide the nation along racial and ethnic lines.

The

NAACP ' s phil osop hy , beliefs and programs are grounded in the Constitutional
principle of equality, liberty and freedom for all people without regard for race,
color, nationality, creed or sex.
In attacking Israel, Minister Farrakhan overlooks the historical fact
that it was Ralph Bunche, a black American, who led

efforts as a United Nations'

negotiator for Palestine that resulted in bringing peace to the Middle East in
the post-World-War- II period and the establishment of that state.

Black Americans

who know better are especjally proud of Ambassador Bunche's exemplary contributions
not only to fostering peace but also to advancing the cause of freedom for the
oppressed .
The NAACP's established policy supports the right of Israel to exist .
We continue to believe that this is a morally soi.md policy.
The NAACP rejects all statements and actions that are contrary to i ts
established policy.
We, therefore, call on Minister Farrakhan to cease all efforts that
thr eaten to undermine respect for other groups and races and which , in the end,
can only be damaging to the interests of black people, the historical victims
of racial hatred and oppression .
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It is important to remember that many of the ethical and religious
beliefs upon which Western society is founded came out of the womb of
Judaism.

We in the

~AACP

fully subscribe to the tenets of the Judeo- Christian

heritage and, therefore, cannot and will not be a party to aspersions on
Judaism.

